La Bataille de Leipzig 1813
Counter Corrections and Information

The following is a list of counter corrections and additional information based on customer questions


Coalition Leaders / Unit Counters
There are duplicates of Gallitzin and Arseniev. Use the counters located pm C6B not C6E.
This is a part of the reason there are extra leaders in the game box, in a single strip.
[Informational}
There is a duplicate of von Roeder. The one located on C6E is correct, although I like the
uniform on C6F better.



Austrian Reserve Regiment Dadovich, the morale should be 22, C6D {Correction}



VIII Russian Corps, 17th Division, Brest Regiment, Battalion 2, melee value of 10, C6G.
{Correction}



III Austrian Corps, of Guylai, Thielmann Streifcorps, Klenau - the one squadron historically
given to the streifcorps was retained in the regiment for the game. The breakdown of cavalry
regiments into squadrons is not a part of this system. [Informational]



There are duplicate Russian Leaders for the VIII Coprs, Kapzevich and aide, on C6E and
C6G. Use either. [informational]



II Corps d' Armee Artillery - French Sheet C
The informational sides were printed right to left, rather than left to right. What is most
impacted is an Artillerie a' Pied and Artillerie a’ Cheval {Correction}a'



4e Grosse Cavalrie Division was divided with a brigade given to the the III corps d' Armee
and another to the IV Corps d' Armee
It may seem as though some dragoon regiments are missing (14, 24 & 26). However many of
these had less than 50 men left. We decided to combine those depleted regiments in other
units. We also included the 13e Cuirassier Regiment which was not listed in the game OB.
The overall increment count for the divisionis correct. Many of the single squadron regiments
were taken from units in Spain. [Informational]



I Corps Russian Artillery Brigade C6A
Light Battery #6 and # 7 are with the 5th Division - Liebertwolkwitz - Scenarios 1e, 5e
Position Battery #3 is with the 14th Division - Markkleeberg - Scenarios 1e, 4e
[Information]c



Russian Guard Dragoon and Guard Uhlan information sides are reversed. C6B {Correction}



The Neumärk Dragoons have been relabeled. {Correction}



The 1st Silesian Landwehr Cavalry is combined in the 9th Brigade of the II Prussian Korps
(Informational)
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